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We consider the question of uniqueness and existence of piecewise 
linear structures on manifolds. 

I. Some relations between existence and uniqueness. By a mani
fold we will, in general, mean a topological manifold with or without 
boundary, compact or not. A PL manifold will be a topological mani
fold along with a given triangulation as a combinatorial manifold. A 
PL map will be the usual thing. If I f is a manifold, t(M) will denote 
its topological tangent bundle [ l ] . A tangential equivalence/: M—>M' 
will be a homotopy equivalence such that t(M) and f*t(M') are stably 
equivalent. An fe-cobordism, W, will be a compact manifold with 
dW = d0W\JdiW, where diW are the components of dW such that 
there exists a manifold M and a homotopy equivalence 

ƒ: (W, doW VJ dxW) -* (M X / , M X (0) U M X (1)). 

doW and d%W are said to be ft-cobordant. [X, Y] will denote the set of 
homotopy classes of maps. 

DEFINITION. The closed manifold M satisfies condition ofc if 
(a) dimM^k 
(b) M is n-connected if w>0, wi(M) is free abelian and finitely gen

erated if n = 0. 
Consider the following statements: 
A»—Every closed manifold satisfying o& is homeomorphic to a PL 

manifold. 
Bl—li M1, M2 satisfy a* and Af1, M2 are fc-cobordant then Ml is 

homeomorphic to M2. 
Cn—For each w-connected closed manifold M, there exists an / such 

that MXR1 is homeomorphic to a PL manifold. 

THEOREM A. Al*=*Bl+Cn. 

Now consider the statement: 
D\—If M1, M2 are simply connected PL manifolds satisfying a* 

and if M1, M2 are fc-cobordant as topological manifolds, then there 
exists a PL isomorphism between M1, M2. 

THEOREM B. Cn=*D%. 
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Roughly speaking, Theorem B says that if every closed manifold 
has a stable PL-structure, then any PL-structure on a closed mani
fold is unique. 

Theorem A shows the relation between PL-structures and stable 
PL-structures. 

In our second example of an existence implies uniqueness theorem, 
we weaken both hypothesis and conclusion: 

E—For every closed manifold M, TI(M) = Z , there is a closed PL-
manifold N with MXN of the same homotopy type as a closed PL 
manifold. 

F—If M1, M2 are simply connected tangentially fe-cobordant PL-
manifolds of dimension ^ S , then M1 is PL isomorphic to M2. (Tan
gentially fe-cobordant means there is a topological fe-cobordism W 
and a PL-bundle 8 over W with g| M\ i = l, 2, stably equivalent to 
the tangent bundle of M\) 

THEOREM C. E=ÏF. 

Roughly, existence up to homotopy implies homeomorphic PL-
manifolds with stably equivalent tangent bundles are PL-isomorphic. 

REMARK. Browder and Hirsch have independently obtained a re
sult similar to Theorem B (unpublished). 

II . Homotopy theoretic interpretation. We assume familiarity with 
semisimplicial groups PL, TOP. Let Gn be the singular complex of the 
space of homotopy equivalences of Sn leaving basepoint fixed. Gn is 
an associative, complete, semisimplicial monoid and Gn(ZGn+i by 
suspension. Let G — \J^0Gn- Then we have P L C T O P C G . Recall 
tha t TTr{G) =7rr+A(S*), fe»r. 

THEOREM D. Let M be a closed, simply connected PL manifold with 
dim M a 5 . Then 

(a) If [M, G/PL]—» [My G/TOP] is infective, any closed PL manifold 
M', topologically h-cobordant to M, is PL isomorphic to M. 

(b) If the composite [M, TOP]->[M, T O P / P L ] - » [M, G/PL] is 0, 
then any PL manifold Mf tangentially h-cobordant to M is PL iso
morphic to M. 

REMARK, (a) follows from (b). 
If Wis any of the complexes PL, TOP, G, G/PL, G/TOP, T O P / P L , 

BTOP, BG, BPL, then the functor [ , W] has the natural structure 
of an abelian group. Theorem D is an easy consequence of the main 
theorem of [3]; however, we have given a somewhat different direct 
proof. 
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III . A refined splitting theorem and some applications. The follow
ing is a slight refinement of the splitting theorem. Its proof is very 
similar, see [2]. 

THEOREM E. Let M be a closed topological manifold of dimension à 5 
and such that iri(M) is finitely generated and free abelian. Suppose that 
W is a PL manifold and h: W—>MXRk is a homeomorphism. Then 
there exists a PL manifold M' and maps X: M'—>M, d: M'XRk—>W 
such that 

1. d is a PL isomorphism; 
2. the map \Xid: M'XRk—*MXRk is homotopic, through proper 

maps, to hd. 

This leads to: 

THEOREM F. Let Mn be a closed PL orientable manifold, w ^ 2 . Let 
Mnl>Sn be the map of degree 1. Let ƒ: SW--»G/PL and consider the 
composite jir. Mn—»G/TOP defined by 

y f 
Mn_+$n±+ £ / p L _» G/TOP. 

If IJL is homotopic to a constant then so is ƒ. 

COROLLARY 1. For nj*2 one has 0-+7rn(G/PL)->7rn(G/TOP). 

REMARK. We have not been able to settle the case n = 2. Theorem F 
follows fairly directly from Theorem E and a knowledge of the groups 
7r»(G/PL). These groups have been computed in [3]. 

COROLLARY 2. Let Mn be a closed PL orientable manifold, n^2, and 
let p£Mn. If [Mn-p, G/PL]->[Mn-p, G/TOP] is infective, then 
[Mn, G/PL]->[Mn, G/TOP] is infective. 

An easy explicit computation shows that [CP2, G/PL] 
->[CP2 , G/TOP] is injective. 

One can show, using the above computation and Corollary 2 tha t : 

THEOREM G. If M = Xi Miy where each Mi = Sn,n>2 or M=CPjc, 
k>l, or M = QPk (quaternionic projective space), then [M, G/PL] 
->[M, G/TOP] is injective. 

COROLLARY TO G. Combining G with Theorem D part (a), one 
sees that if M is as in Theorem G and M' is topologically h-cobordant to 
M then M' is PL isomorphic to M. 

IV. An example. Sullivan has constructed a differentiable mani
fold Ms tangentially equivalent to CP*> but not PL isomorphic to 
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CP4. By the Corollary to G, M% is not topologically fe-cobordant to 
CP4 hence is not homeomorphic to CP4. However, from tangential 
equivalence and simple connectivity follows the fact that CP±XDk 

is diffeomorphic to MsXDk. Hence CP4, M8 are simply connected 
manifolds which are not homeomorphic; yet CP*XDk and MzXDk 

are diffeomorphic. This is the first such example known. 
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